Hydrothermal activity along the slow-spreading Lucky Strike ridge segment (Mid-Atlantic Ridge): Distribution, heatflux, and geological controls
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Abstract

We have reviewed available visual information from the seafloor, and recently acquired microbathymetry for several traverses across the Lucky Strike segment, to evaluate the distribution of hydrothermal activity. We have identified a new on-axis site with diffuse flow, Ewan, and an active vent structure ~1.2 km from the axis, Capelinhos. These sites are minor relative to the Main field, and our total heatflux estimate for all active sites (200-1200 MW) is only slightly higher than previously published estimates. We also identify fossil sites W of the main Lucky Strike field. A circular feature ~200 m in diameter located on the flanks of a rifted off-axis central volcano, is likely a large and inactive hydrothermal edifice, named Grunnus. We find no indicator of focused hydrothermal activity elsewhere along the segment, suggesting that the enhanced melt supply and the associated melt lenses, required to form central volcanoes, also sustain hydrothermal circulation to form and maintain large and long-lived hydrothermal fields. Hydrothermal discharge to the seafloor occurs along fault traces, suggesting focusing of hydrothermal circulation in the shallow crust along permeable fault zones.

1. Introduction and geological setting

Hydrothermal activity along mid-ocean ridges controls cooling of the oceanic lithosphere, and impacts its thermal structure and the processes operating there (e.g., magmatic emplacement, faulting, seismicity, diking and melt delivery to the seafloor). Understanding the distribution of hydrothermal activity and its nature is necessary to quantify the associated heatflux, its partition between diffuse and focus flow recognizable at the seafloor, and to evaluate the amount of cooling with no expression at the seafloor (e.g., conductive cooling or low-temperature, diffuse percolation).

Slow spreading ridge sections with significant melt supply typically define linear ridge segments with lengths of a few tens of km to up to ~100 km. These segments typically develop ridge-parallel normal faults on both flanks, and thick crust at their center indicating melt-focusing along-axis. As in the case of the Lucky Strike segment, sustained volcanism may lead to the development of central volcanoes (Escartín et al., 2014). The slow-spreading Lucky Strike segment is unique in that it has been extensively studied during more than two decades, following the discovery of the Lucky Strike hydrothermal field, from hereon referred to as the Main Lucky Strike hydrothermal field (MLSHF), located at its segment center and at the summit of the central volcano (Langmuir et al.,...
This is one of the most extensive hydrothermal fields discovered to date, and it is located along a recent graben dissecting the Lucky Strike central volcano (Humphris et al., 2002; Ondrèas et al., 2009; Barreyre et al., 2012; Escartín et al., 2014). Water-column studies have also revealed hydrothermal plumes at greater depths than that of the MLSHF (Wilson et al., 1996; German et al., 1996; Thurnherr et al., 2008). These authors proposed a yet unidentified source at the southern end of the segment and at a depth of 2000 m.

A ~3-3.5 km deep magma chamber (Singh et al., 2006) at the base of a ~600 m thick Layer 2A (Seher et al., 2010) underlies The MLSHF (Figure 2). Major faults within the rift valley (Escartín et al., 2014) can be linked to fault reflectors that do not reach the magma chamber depth in seismic reflection profiles (Combier et al., 2015). Microseismicity below the hydrothermal field (Crawford et al., 2013) is unrelated to these fault reflectors, and likely corresponds to hydrothermal cooling instead (Figure 3).

In this paper we provide a synthesis of available information along the Lucky Strike ridge segment, from seafloor observations and imagery to microbathymetric and acoustic data (Figure 1). We analyze these data to identify and map new hydrothermal sites, and use other observables (presence of a magma chamber, microseismicity, faulting) to constrain the processes controlling distribution and location of hydrothermal activity along this segment, to re-evaluate heat fluxes at the segment scale, and to discuss the implications for heat extraction and magmatic supply. Finally, we review evidence of hydrothermal activity along the segment based on water-column studies.

2. Data and indicators of hydrothermal activity at the seafloor

The Lucky Strike area has been targeted by numerous cruises in the last 25 years, providing extensive visual information from direct human observations, video imagery, and electronic still-camera images acquired with human-operated vehicles (HOVs), remotely operate vehicles (ROVs), and deep-towed camera systems. These visual observations are complemented with near-bottom high-resolution bathymetry data acquired both with ROVs and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) during cruises in 2008 and 2009, in addition to a prior deep-towed sonar survey (Scheirer et al., 2000; Humphris et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2014), as summarized in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1. Near-bottom ROV and AUV bathymetry data have a resolution of several decimeters to a few meters per pixel, depending on survey altitude, and provide...
detailed information on the seafloor texture that can be used to discriminate between hydrothermal structures (e.g., hydrothermal mounds and chimneys, Figure 2) from other structures whose origin is instead volcanic (e.g., hummocks, lava channels and flows), tectonic (e.g., faults, fissures), or related to secondary mass-wasting processes (e.g., landslides along fault scarps).

2.1. Visual observations

The bulk of the field work involving visual observations at the seafloor focuses on the MLSHF, which is yearly visited since 2008 (MoMAR08) and is instrumented for monitoring since 2010 as part of the MOMARSAT European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water column Observatory (EMSO) deep-sea seafloor observatory (Colaço et al., 2011). In this study we use imagery and visual observations along with HOV, ROV, and deep-towed camera systems (Figure 1a) that extend both along the Lucky Strike segment, and across the full rift valley width (Figure 1a), and present a large-area seafloor photomosaics from vertically-acquired imagery. The first systematic survey of the MLSHF was conducted with ARGO II towed-camera in 1996 (Humphris et al., 2002; Escartin et al., 2008). Subsequent surveys conducted with the ROV VICTOR low-light camera covered fully the MLSHF (Barreyre et al., 2012), extending beyond prior surveys, and South along the ridge axis (Figure 1). Vertical imagery was processed into a single georeferenced seamless giga-mosaic. Details on the ARGO II and OTUS image surveys at MLSHF, and on image processing and mosaicing are provided elsewhere (Escartín et al., 2008; Barreyre et al., 2012; Prados et al., 2012); here we present for the first time the 2009 photomosaic ~1 km south of the MLSHF.

Active hydrothermal sites are readily identifiable visually from venting fluids (high-temperature black smokers and clear-fluid vents, diffuse outflow at lower temperatures), hydrothermal macrofauna and microbial communities (e.g., bacterial mats and mussel beds), or white anhydrite deposits that require venting temperatures of 120-150°C (Bischoff and Seyfried, 1978). These visual features have been used to extensively map the MLSHF from both photomosaics and oblique-view imagery acquired with ROVs or HOVs (Barreyre et al., 2012). Fossil hydrothermal outflow areas are also recognizable by fossil chimneys, sulfide rubble, and hydrothermal staining, which are clearly distinguishable from basalt or sediment (Lalou et al., 1989; Barreyre et al., 2012).

Supplementary Table 1 and Figure 1 provide an overview of the seafloor visually explored along >900 km of submersible tracks at the Lucky Strike segment, largely concentrated at the segment center and the MLSHF. The seafloor photomosaics
(Barreyre et al., 2012) image ~1.5 km² of seafloor centered on the MLSHF, and ~0.4 km² on-axis ~2 km south of MLSHF. Seafloor observations outside the MLSHF were conducted primarily during the 1994 DIVA cruise (Fouquet et al., 1994; Ondreas et al., 1997) with both HOV Nautil and Scampi camera tows to the North, during the 2006 Graviluck cruise (HOV and camera tows), and during ROV dives in subsequent cruises (Supplementary Table 1). In this paper the visual indicators of hydrothermal activity are from shipboard observations (cruise reports and published results), and from a systematic review of ROV and HOV video imagery and seafloor photography available to us (cruises underlined in Supplementary Table 1).

2.2. Microbathymetric data

Microbathymetric data acquired in 2006 (MOMARETO cruise, Supplementary Table 1) (Ondréas et al., 2009), was complemented with MOMAR'08 and Bathyluck'09 surveys using ROV VICTOR6000 equipped with a RESON 7150 multibeam system, and AUV Aster-X equipped with a SIMRAD EM2000 multibeam system. After data processing (ping editing, correction of navigation, filtering, and gridding), the final microbathymetric grids have a pixel resolution that varies between 25 cm and 2 m per pixel depending on survey altitude.

The MOMAR'08 and Bathyluck'09 surveys where conducted at the segment center and over the central volcano summit, across the rift valley floor at different locations along the segment, and at the flank of the southwestern inside corner of the segment end (Figure 1). The combined set of microbathymetric surveys, which cover ~35 km² of the Lucky Strike segment seafloor, is one of the most extensive microbathymetry surveys along a slow-spreading ridge segment, and complements a prior ~190 km² high-resolution sonar survey (Scheirer et al., 2000a; Escartín et al., 2014). For this study we analyzed shaded relief and slope maps of the microbathymetric dataset to identify the seafloor morphology consistent with that of hydrothermal deposits, as described below.

2.3. Acoustic backscatter data

The central portion of the Lucky Strike segment was surveyed with the DSL120 deep-towed, near-bottom high-resolution sonar system (Scheirer et al., 2000; Humphris et al., 2002). These data have been re-processed and presented elsewhere (Escartín et al., 2014), together with an interpretation of the tectonic and volcanic structure of this
portion of the Lucky Strike segment. Sonar data are shifted locally to match the microbathymetry, as the navigation of the DSL120 towed vehicle is less accurate than that of ROVs or AUVs used in microbathymetric surveys. By themselves sonar data are not sufficient to identify hydrothermal deposits. First, sulfides do not display acoustic properties that are distinct from basaltic basemen. Second, acoustic backscatter depends on numerous parameters such as insonification direction and angle, acoustic shading, sedimentation, and instrumental artifacts, among other factors. In this study we only use acoustic backscatter to support the interpretation of the microbathymetric data.

2.4. Identification and extent of hydrothermal sites and fields

Hydrothermal activity with high-temperature fluid discharge ubiquitously displays mounds and chimneys that can reach up to a few tens of meters above surrounding seafloor, with basal widths of meters to a few tens of meters (Figure 2). Areas with hydrothermal vents have a characteristic microbathymetric signature, with spikes and small-scale lumps, that corresponds to the “lumpy” seafloor morphology described previously for the MLSHF (Ondreas et al., 2009) (Figure 2a), and for other hydrothermal fields along mid-ocean ridges (Ferrini et al., 2008; Jamieson et al., 2014) elsewhere (Figure 2b). This lumpy terrain can be clearly differentiated from the volcanic seafloor morphology (hummocks, lava flows, lava channels) that tends to be spatially larger structures (tens to hundreds of m) and that displays instead a smooth seafloor morphology lacking spikes. Zones with rubble, which are systematically found along slopes of fault scarps or volcanic structures, show instead a granulated texture due to individual rock blocks, which are systematically smaller than hydrothermal structures (~1-2 m or less, Figure 2a). This hydrothermal seafloor texture, which is common to hydrothermal fields (e.g., Lau Basin, Figure 2b) (Ferrini et al., 2008; Jamieson et al., 2014), is used here to map the extent of hydrothermal sites within a hydrothermal field, or of new hydrothermal fields. High-resolution acoustic backscatter, which can reveal this ‘lumpy’ hydrothermal terrain under optimal insonification conditions, is used to complement the microbathymetry.

Imagery (Figure 1a) is critical to confirm that sites identified in the microbathymetry do correspond to hydrothermal deposits, active or inactive. It is also required to map areas of diffuse hydrothermal outflow, young hydrothermal activity, or fossil structures, with no clear morphological signature (bacterial mats, vents, hydrothermal staining, dead
chimneys, etc.). Extensive seafloor photomosaics are available for the MLSHF, where the hydrothermal activity has been extensively mapped (Barreyre et al., 2012), and additional photomosaics are available for an area ~2 km south of this site, along the ridge axis (Figure 1a). The rest of the imagery is acquired along HOV, ROV, or tow tracks (Figure 1a), which is adequate to identify areas of hydrothermal activity but cannot be used to properly constrain the extent and limits of these areas.

Hence, the areas of ‘lumpy’ hydrothermal terrain identified in this study, based on microbathymetric data (Figure 1b), indicate zones of significant and sustained hydrothermal activity with significant sulfide accumulation. The bathymetric data also reveal numerous volcanic features (hummocks, volcanic cones), tectonic structures (fault scarps and fissures), and mass wasting indicators (slump scars, debris flows, scree, dejection cones).

Water column studies have also been used to identify hydrothermal activity. High-temperature black smoker type fluids form buoyant plumes in the water column that can be detected from turbidity and manganese anomalies (Klinkhammer et al., 1985; Baker et al., 2001; Baker, 2007; German et al., 2010), while methane anomalies can be associated with sites showing both high-temperature venting (Lupton, 1990) and low-temperature serpentinization (Bougault et al., 1993; Charlou and Donval, 1993; Gràcia et al., 2000). The observations and datasets (microbathymetry, imagery, water column studies) available along the Lucky Strike segment show thus limitations in the ability to detect diffuse and very low-temperature outflow or conductive cooling, that are not associated with either sulfide mounds (Figure 2) or with visual indicators of hydrothermal activity (bacterial mats, anhydrite and other hydrothermal mineral deposits).

3. Hydrothermal sites at the Lucky Strike segment

Based on both the imagery and the microbathymetry shown in Figure 1, we have characterized the distribution and nature of hydrothermal discharge throughout the rift valley floor of the Lucky Strike segment. The distribution of hydrothermal activity and deposits of the Main Lucky Strike hydrothermal field have been mapped in recent studies (Ondréas et al., 2009; Barreyre et al., 2012). Using the new microbathymetric data we have identified additional hydrothermal deposits at the western edge of this main hydrothermal field and extended its limits (Figure 3, Table 1). We also report
three additional hydrothermal sites along the Lucky Strike segment (Figure 3). Two out
of these three new sites, Ewan and Capelinhos, have been visited and are confirmed to
be active. The third site at the MLSHF has been visited and confirmed to be inactive (H6;
Figure 4). The fourth site, Grannus, has been identified solely from the microbathymetric
seafloor texture, but lacks direct visual observations to determine if it is active or
inactive, or what may be the nature of the associated hydrothermal deposits.

3.1. Main Lucky Strike hydrothermal field (MLSHF)

The MLSHF has been systematically mapped and studied during the last two decades
since its discovery in the 90's (Supplementary Table 1) (Langmuir et al., 1997; Humphris
et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2008; Ondrées et al., 2009; Barreyre et al., 2012; Barreyre et
al., 2014b; Mittelstaedt et al., 2012). Microbathymetry acquired during the Momareto’06
survey has been used to identify the extent, nature, and limits of several areas
corresponding to hydrothermal deposits and associated debris (1 though 4 in Figure 3,
Table 1). This morphological mapping is complemented by large-area seafloor
photomosaics (Escartín et al., 2008; Barreyre et al., 2012; Mittelstaedt et al., 2012;
Prados et al., 2012), used to determine the distribution of both fossil and active venting
(Barreyre et al., 2012) both within these hydrothermal areas and elsewhere throughout
the field (Figure 3).

The data collected during the MOMAR’08 and Bathyluck’09 cruises reveal two new
hydrothermal areas at the MLSHF (Areas 5 and 6 in Figure 3). Area 5, which is located in
the southwestern part of the MLSHF and within the axial graben (Figure 3, Table 1), is
associated with zones of diffuse flow and scattered active and inactive vents that are
visible in the microbathymetry.

Area 6 is located ~1.5 km from the center axis at the western edge of the MLSHF, and in
the immediate vicinity of the main fault scarp bounding the axial graben. The seafloor in
this area, which corresponds to the flank of an axial volcano recently rifted, is cross-cut
by small-scale normal faults with vertical displacements of up to a few meters, and with
‘lumpy’ hydrothermal seafloor texture (Figures 3, 4). Area 6a corresponds to a broad
mound with several spikes (vents) extending over an area of ~70x70 m (Figure 4), and
that buries a normal fault scarp that is visible towards the North. Areas 6b and 6c, which
had been previously identified in microbathymetric data (Ondrées et al., 2009), are
smaller and show instead several isolated spikes and no clear mound. Observations from
VICTOR#605 dive (MOMARSAT’15 cruise, Figure 4) found no evidence of active hydrothermal activity, but confirmed that the pinnacles correspond to fossil hydrothermal chimneys (Figure 4c), and that the area displays numerous indicators of fossil hydrothermal outflow such as smaller hydrothermal mounds (Figure 4d), hydrothermal staining, sulfide rubble, shell chaff, and hydrothermal slab similar to that found at the center of the MLSHF.

3.2. Ewan

The Ewan hydrothermal field was serendipitously discovered during HOV Nautilus dive 1624 (Graveluck 2006 cruise, Supplementary Table 1). This dive crossed a series of seafloor patches covered with filamentous bacterial mats that are white and highly reflective when illuminated, associated with mussel beds, and primarily found along scarps and slopes covered with rubble and sediment (Figure 5a-c). Following its discovery, the site was fully surveyed to obtain seafloor photomosaics and microbathymetry (Figures 5d-g, MOMAR’08 and Bathyluck’09 cruises, Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary data). Ewan is located within the axial graben dissecting the central volcanic cone (Escartín et al., 2014), ~2 km south of the MLSHF (Figures 3 and 5f). The seafloor here displays a complex set of horst and graben (Figure 5f), with numerous east- and west-verging normal faults that confine the most recent, unsedimented lava flows (Escartín et al., 2014).

In the photomosaics bacterial mats correspond to white areas with a mottled seafloor aspect (Figures 5c-d), with irregular and gradational limits. Owing to the resolution of the photomosaics (5-10 mm per pixel), we can also identify macrofauna associated with the vents (e.g., fish, Figure 5e), but mussel beds associated with the bacterial mats are not visible in this imagery. Using mapping techniques and interpretation developed earlier (Barreyre et al., 2012), we identified and digitized ~150 larger patches, in addition to >400 that are too small to be digitized, and for which we only record their position. The ~150 digitized patches cover ~275 m², while the rest correspond to ~30 m², attributing 0.06 m² to each of the smaller features (~0.25x0.25 m²). These estimates (Table 2) are likely minima as topography is not accounted for (flat projection), and the photomosaic have gaps where active areas may occur.

Ewan contains several clusters of bacterial mats along a NNE-SSW direction, extending ~250 m along-axis and ~40 m across axis, and in the continuation of aligned pits ~10 m deep and ~30 m wide (Figure 4g). Bacterial mats occur both along slopes (pits, fault scarps, Figure 5a-c) and flat-lying, volcanic seafloor (ropy lavas, RL, in Figure 5d).
Detailed HOV observations (Figure 3c) revealed shimmering locally, as observed in diffuse outflow areas at the MLSHF. We did not find active nor fossil high-temperature venting (e.g., active or fallen chimneys) during the HOV dive or in the seafloor photomosaics, suggesting that Ewan hosts only diffuse hydrothermal activity. The distribution and shape of individual bacterial patches also indicates fluid percolation through the seafloor at very slow flow rates.

3.3. Capelinhos

Capelinhos is a vent field located ~1.5 km E of the MLSHF, on the western, outward-dipping flank of a summital volcanic cone (Figures 3 and 6) first identified in the microbathymetric data (Bathyluck'09 cruise). The site was first visited during an ROV dive in 2013 (MoMARSAT’13 cruise, Supplementary Table 1), which confirmed its activity. The microbathymetry shows a main hydrothermal mound that peaks ~20 m above the surrounding seafloor, centered along the trace of a small fault scarp and fissure now buried by the hydrothermal deposits (Figure 6d). This hydrothermal edifice, which links with nearby structures that rise a few meters to 10 m above surrounding seafloor (Figure 6d), shows a low acoustic backscatter and lacks any clear texture in the sonar imagery (Figure 6e). ROV dives (Figure 6d) have confirmed the presence of both inactive and active chimneys with high-temperature outflow through black smokers, clear vents, and flanges (Figure 6a-c). Visual observations suggest that diffuse flow is limited at this site, but we lack seafloor photomosaics to accurately evaluate the type, geometry, and distribution of diffuse flow as done for Ewan and the MLSHF.

At a distance of 150 m to the southwest of the Capelinhos vent the bathymetry shows a ~50 m diameter dome rising ~2-3 m above surrounding seafloor, which has not been visited to date (Figure 6d). Nearby fissures immediately to the north expose layered deposits, reminiscent of hyaloclastite layers blanketing the MLSHF (Ondreas et al., 1997; Ondreas et al., 2009). This structure is located in the immediate vicinity of the fault buried by Capelinhos, and its associated acoustic backscatter is low and the sonar featureless, as observed for the main vent structure (Figure 6e). A hydrothermal origin is inconsistent with its surface morphology, which lacks the typical ‘spikes’ found in hydrothermal terrain. Irregular terrain found East of Capelinhos is instead of volcanic origin (Figures 6d and e). ROV observations in the area show a sedimented seafloor with pillows visible locally, with no evidence of standing hydrothermal chimneys of mounds, and possible hydrothermal staining that is local and minor, and that has not been
sampled. The associated sonar imagery shows a hummocky volcanic texture that is common along the axial seafloor of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Smith and Cann, 1990; Yeo et al., 2011).

3.4. Grunnus

Microbathymetric data and sonar imagery show a possible off-axis hydrothermal field, named Grunnus (Figure 7), ~2.5 km west of the MLHMF and corresponding to a spreading age of ~220 kyrs (Table 1). This structure has a diameter of ~200 m, with steep flanks, and a platform ~40-50 m above the surrounding seafloor to the S, and that abuts against the coalescing volcanic cones and hummocks on the flanks of the rifted central volcano to the north. This platform hosts a 20-m high structure that casts a clear shadow in the sonar imagery towards the E (Figure 7b). The shape and size of Grunnus is reminiscent of that of the TAG hydrothermal mound, which has a pancake shape ~200 m in diameter and ~50 m in height (Humphris and Kleinrock, 1996). Microbathymetry and the sonar data show by small-scale rugosity and pinnacles at its surface that we attribute to hydrothermal structures (chimneys, mounds). The volcanic mounds to the north display instead a smooth surface (Figure 7).

While the mound at Grunnus has not been visited, we suggest that this off-axis site is likely inactive. Observations during an HOV dive conducted in 2006 (Graviluck’06 cruise, Figure 7a) that approached the base of Grunnus yielded no evidence of hydrothermal deposits, activity, nor indicators of present or past fluid flow. Furthermore, water column studies nearby (Wilson et al., 1996; Thurnherr et al., 2008) lack a hydrothermal plume signature, and seismic reflection and refraction data (Singh et al., 2006; Crawford et al., 2010; Combier et al., 2015) do not image an underlying AMC that may act as a heat source for an active hydrothermal field.

Bathymetry and sonar imagery also show a fault cross-cutting the western flank of the mound. The fault scarp is well defined and sharp towards the southwest of the mound, where it shows up to ~5 m of vertical throw and crosscuts seafloor lacking hydrothermal texture. Across the mound this fault scarp is recognizable but is not as well-defined, suggesting that deformation postdated mound emplacement and growth. The difference in fault morphology and height between the mound and surrounding seafloor may be attributed to the different mode of faulting in poorly consolidated hydrothermal deposits relative to basaltic seafloor.
4. Discussion

4.1 Magmatic controls on distribution of hydrothermal activity

The review and analysis of seafloor imagery and microbathymetric data along the Lucky Strike segment (Figure 1) has allowed us to map new areas with fossil hydrothermal deposits at the western edge of the MLSHF. The location of the four sites at the segment center, and the lack of any visual or bathymetric indicators of hydrothermal activity elsewhere along the segment, suggest a link between melt focusing to the segment center and heat sources stable over long periods of time generating hydrothermal activity. Our results do not preclude hydrothermal activity elsewhere, that would be undetected in the absence of visual imagery (diffuse venting with no morphologic signature), in areas imaged but lacking detailed observations to detect low-temperature flow that is not associated with bacterial mats or anhydrite deposits, or in areas where no near-bottom data exists (see section 4.4. for discussion of water column studies).

Of the three active fields, MLSHF and Ewan are at the summit of the central volcano, along the axial graben dissecting it (Ondréas et al., 2009; Escartín et al., 2014), and immediately above the ~3-3.5 km deep axial magma chamber (AMC) (Singh et al., 2006; Combier et al., 2015). The AMC is not centered at the present-day ridge axis, and both Ewan and MLSHF are located towards its eastern edge, while Capelinhos is located ~700 m east of the AMC’s edge (Figure 3 and 8). The AMC also extends ~6 km along-axis, likely imparting a three-dimensional thermal structure where temperature gradients can focus flow towards the segment center (Fontaine et al., 2011).

The off-axis Grunnus field is on a volcano flank originally emplaced at the Lucky Strike segment center and since rifted. The original setting is thus similar active on- and near-axis fields along this segment (MLSHF, Ewan, and Capelinhos, Figure 3). It is likely that, as in the case of the hydrothermally active segment center, the Grunnus field may have been animated by a magma chamber underlying the rifted central volcano at the time of its formation, both now extinct.
4.2 Faulting, permeability structure, and outflow at the seafloor

Figure 8 presents a schema of fluid flow within the upper crust associated with the active hydrothermal fields at the active Lucky Strike hydrothermal field, based on geological observations and geophysical data. First, the permeability of the crust immediately above the AMC is likely lower than that of the shallow crust Layer 2A (Barreyre et al., 2014a) owing to its composition and the confining pressure (Figure 8). This crustal section must host the hydrothermal upwelling animated by the presence of the AMC, likely to be distributed and in the form of broad hydrothermal plumes of up to 1 km in diameter for reasonable crustal permeabilities (Fontaine et al., 2014), as shown in Figure 8.

Second, fluid flow at the seafloor is not broadly distributed, but localized along or near faults. This has been well documented for individual vents and areas of diffuse flow within the MLSHF through detailed hydrothermal and tectonic mapping (Barreyre et al., 2012), and for the newly discovered active sites. Ewan is set on tectonic depressions within the axial graben (Figure 5), while the Capelinhos edifice and associated structures are set at the continuation of fault traces visible in surrounding seafloor (Figure 6), covered subsequently by hydrothermal deposits. This association between hydrothermal outflow and faults, widely observed at other deep-sea hydrothermal fields at all spreading ridges and in different tectonic environments (Kleinrock et al., 1993; Haymon et al., 2005; Pedersen et al., 2010; Marcon et al., 2013), suggests that permeable faults channel hydrothermal flow in the shallow crust (Barreyre et al., 2012; Barreyre et al., 2014a), as illustrated in Figure 8.

Rifting and diking at the Lucky Strike segment center have concentrated along the ~1 km-wide axial graben dissecting the Lucky Strike central volcano (Humphris et al., 2002; Ondréas et al., 2009; Escartín et al., 2014). These processes may play an important role in the permeability of the crust overlying the AMC, with the development of a zone of high-permeability following the axial graben, and induced by thermal cracking and fracturing associated with dike emplacement, and by small-scale faulting that is likely limited to the shallowest 1-2 km of the crust (Figure 8). An anisotropic permeability structure, coupled with a magma chamber, can promote along-axis convection cells (Fontaine et al., 2014) consistent with microseismicity clusters observed here above the AMC (Crawford et al., 2013), with clusters resulting from cracking-induced microseismicity induced by cooling. It is thus likely that the two microseismicity clusters along the axial graben, one immediately north of the MLSHF, and the second below the
summit of the axial volcanic cone (Figure 3) correspond to cooling in downflow areas. Venting at Capelinhos, which is East of the AMC edge, is then likely associated to flow along a permeable fault that may root at the main upwelling zone and below the Layer 2A (Figure 8). Ewan may correspond instead to a minor axial upwelling relative the MLSHF, and associated with a downwelling area below the rifted axial volcano located between these two hydrothermal fields (Figure 3). Alternatively, Ewan may be associated with a recent magmatic event such as the emplacement of a lava flow or dike propagation in the shallow crust as suggested by hydrophone data (Dziak et al., 2004).

4.3 Revised hydrothermal heat flux at Lucky Strike

The new observations and results presented here allow us to update the heat flux estimates of known hydrothermal activity at the Lucky Strike segment (Ewan and Capelinhos in addition to MLSHF), based on visual and instrumental observations. A prior estimate of heatflux for MLSHF, based on the photomosaic and a systematic evaluation of the distribution of vents, yielded values of 195-1086 MW (Barreyre et al., 2012). As the only new hydrothermal area within this field found in this study is inactive, this estimate remains unchanged.

Ewan displays only diffuse and low-temperature hydrothermal discharge, that we have fully mapped using the seafloor photomosaics (Figure 5). Adopting the methodology of Barreyre et al. (2012), we estimate the minimum and maximum heatflux based on the area of diffuse outflow estimated from the photomosaics (Figure 3), and the estimated temperature and velocity of the outflow from studies in similar settings (see details in Barreyre et al., 2012, and Table 2). We obtain a heatflux estimate that ranges from 4.4-117 MW. In our calculations we likely underestimate the surface of diffuse outflow, as it is calculated over images projected to a horizontal plane without taking into account the steep topography present in the area (Figure 5). As in the case of the MLSHF diffuse fluxes, other uncertainties are the velocity and the temperature of the diffuse outflow, which are not constrained by systematic measurements at this site. Visual inspection of the Capelinhos site shows that there are two active main chimneys with a total of ~10-15 vents identified (Figure 4), in addition to flanges with diffusers. Assuming a total of 10-20 vents with a heatflux of 0.12-0.8 MW/vent (Barreyre et al., 2012; Mittelstaedt et al., 2012) we estimate the Capelinhos heat-flux at 1.2-16 MW.

The hydrothermal heat flux that we estimate for the new active sites (5.6-133 MW, Table 2) are thus minor relative to the 195/1086 MW previously reported for the MLSHF (Barreyre et al., 2012). This represents an increase of ~10% in our heatflux estimate.
that is taken up primarily by diffuse hydrothermal outflow (80-90% of the total heatflux, Table 2), although the importance of diffuse outflow appears to vary greatly from site to site (100% at Ewan and almost non-existent at Capelinhos).

4.4 Water column anomalies and elusive hydrothermal plumes

Water column studies throughout the Lucky Strike segment report anomalies attributed to hydrothermal plumes rising from undiscovered fields, although their evidence is elusive. Light transmission anomalies and elevated CH$_4$ concentrations south of the MLSHF and central volcano (Wilson et al., 1996) have been attributed to an unidentified but large field at ~2100 m (W in Figure 9). During the HEAT cruise (German et al., 1996), TOBI deep-tow sonar detected one anomaly along the non-transform offset between Lucky Strike North and Famous segments, and another one at the southern edge of the nodal basin during a hydrographic cast (G in Figure 9). More recently, hydrographic stations revealed a water column anomaly at 1800 m bsl at the southern segment end (Thurnherr et al., 2008) (T in Figure 9). Finally, CH$_4$ anomalies indicating low-temperature hydrothermal activity associated with serpentinization and not linked to black smoker activity (lack of a manganese signature) have been identified at Menez Hom (Gràcia et al., 2000), and at the southern inside-corner of the Lucky Strike segment (Gr in Figure 9).

Numerous other hydrographic profiles conducted throughout this segment show no water column anomaly. These including casts during the Graviluck cruise shown in Figure 9 (Thurnherr et al., 2008), ROV dives during the cruises in 2008 and 2009 (Figure 9 and Supplementary Table 1), or deep-towed surveys using TOBI (German et al., 1996; Gràcia et al., 1998), which detected no water column anomalies other than those along the non-transform offset and the end of the segment (German et al., 1996) (Figure 9). In many casts, the plume of the MLSHF is not detected (Figure 9), likely due to complex hydrography and strong seafloor currents (Thurnherr et al., 2008) that may sweep or dilute its plume. Furthermore, seafloor observations and microbathymetry surveys available in the immediate proximity of some of these anomalies (Figure 9) provide no evidence of activity away from the three active hydrothermal fields at the center of the segment (Figure 3). Therefore the evidence for additional undiscovered hydrothermal fields inferred along the southern portion of the Lucky Strike segment (Wilson et al., 1996; German et al., 1996; Thurnherr et al., 2008) is weak owing to the unexplained spatial and temporal inconsistencies of hydrographic data indicating the presence or absence of hydrothermal plumes, the lack of visual or morphologic indicators of
hydrothermal activity away from the segment center, and the complex hydrography of
the area.

4.5. Significance for hydrothermal activity along slow spreading segments

Central volcanoes other than Lucky Strike host active vents. At intermediate-spreading
ridges, Axial Volcano along the Juan de Fuca Ridge is also underlain by a magma
chamber 2.5-3.5 km below seafloor, hosts several hydrothermal sites that are monitored
(Kelley et al., 2014). At slower-spreading ridges, the Menez Gwen field (Ondreas et al.,
1997; Marcon et al., 2013) and the Kobeinsey field (Olafsson et al., 1989) along the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge, and the Soria Moria and Troll Wall along the Arctic Ridges (Pedersen et
al., 2010) all occur on central volcanoes at similar phases of rifting as that of Lucky
Strike, dissected at the summit by narrow and localized axial graben. It is likely that
these sites are also underlain by magma chambers linked to central volcano formation,
and such fields may be common at central volcanoes along ridge segments (Escartín et
al., 2014) that are yet unexplored.

Hydrothermal activity at central volcanoes is likely to be persistent over long periods of
time, continuously or intermittently, owing to sustained and enhanced melt supply
required for their formation. This is supported by the presence of both isolated
hydrothermal vents and areas of hydrothermal deposits that are inactive at Lucky Strike
(Area 5, Table 1), and by the off-axis Grunnus site on a rifted central volcano. While
there are no age constraints on hydrothermal deposits at the Main Lucky Strike
hydrothermal field (Figure 3), it likely to have been active over thousands to a few tens
of thousands of years (Humphris et al., 2002; Barreyre et al., 2012). Other basalt-hosted
hydrothermal fields found along axial volcanic ridges (e.g., Broken Spur (Murton et al.,
1994; Murton et al., 1999), Snake Pit (Karson and Brown, 1988), BeeBee (Connelly et al.,
2012) or Lilliput (Haase et al., 2009)) are much smaller in size and probably with
shorter life-spans. These may be likely associated to short-lived heat sources (e.g., dike
intrusions or recent volcanic eruptions). The long-lived hydrothermal fields associated
with central volcanoes are likely to play a major role in the dispersion and propagation
along the ridge-axis of hydrothermal ecosystems and on the biogeography of these
communities (Van Dover et al., 2002).

Conclusions

Extensive seafloor imagery and visual observations together with microbathymetry
acquired with deep-sea vehicles have allowed us to evaluate the distribution of
hydrothermal activity at the scale of the Lucky Strike segment, and to re-evaluate the
associated heatflux. The Lucky Strike segment hosts three active hydrothermal fields:
The known MLSHF, Capelinhos, and Ewan. Capelinhos is located 1.3 km E of the axis and
the Main field, and consists of a ~20 m sulfide mound with black smoker vents. Ewan is
located ~1.8 km south from the Main LS field long the axial graben, and displays only
diffuse flow along and around scarps of collapse structures associated with fault scarps.
At the Main Lucky Strike hydrothermal field we have identified an inactive site, thus
broadening the extent of this field. Heat flux estimates from these new sites are
relatively low and correspond to ~10% of the heat flux estimated for the Main field, with
an integrated heat flux of 200-1200 MW. Overall, most of the flux (up to 80-90%) is
associated with diffuse flow, with the Ewan site showing solely diffuse flow and
Capelinhos mostly focused flow. The microbathymetry also reveals a large, off-axis (~2.4
km) hydrothermal field, comparable to the TAG mound in size, on the flanks of a rifted
volcano. The association of these fields to a central volcano, and the absence of
indicators of hydrothermal activity along the ridge segment, suggest that sustained
hydrothermal activity is maintained by the enhanced melt supply and the associated
magma chamber(s) required to build central volcanoes. In all cases hydrothermal
outflow at the seafloor is controlled by faults, indicating that these tectonic structures
are permeable and exploited by the hydrothermal circulation in the shallow crust. Our
observations, together with inconsistencies in available oceanographic data, also fail to
constrain the possible source(s) of all anomalies detected in water column. Central
volcanoes are thus associated with long-lived hydrothermal activity, and these sites may
play a major role in the distribution and biogeography of vent communities.
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Table 1. Hydrothermal fields at the Lucky Strike ridge segment. The limit of sites H1 through H4 in the Main Lucky Strike field have been defined previously (Ondréas et al., 2009), as well the distribution of focused and diffuse hydrothermal outflow by (Barreyre et al., 2012). Sites H5 and H6 in the Main Lucky Strike Field, and the Ewan, Capelinhos, and Grunnus fields are described in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Depth, m</th>
<th>Area, m²</th>
<th>Distance, km (spreading age, kyr)#</th>
<th>In situ data</th>
<th>Activity*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Lucky Strike field</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>32°16.92’W</td>
<td>37°17.61’N</td>
<td>1620-1720</td>
<td>30304</td>
<td>0-0.6 (0-53)</td>
<td>Visual, photomosaic</td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>32°16.50’W</td>
<td>37°17.48’N</td>
<td>1620-1670</td>
<td>35535</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3-Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>32°16.52’W</td>
<td>37°17.33’N</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3a</td>
<td>32°16.60’W</td>
<td>37°17.43’N</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>5066</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3b</td>
<td>32°16.62’W</td>
<td>37°17.37’N</td>
<td>1680-1700</td>
<td>3856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3c</td>
<td>32°16.52’W</td>
<td>37°17.27’N</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1454</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>32°16.90’W</td>
<td>37°17.41’N</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>282</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>32°16.84’W</td>
<td>37°17.39’N</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td>10429</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active, f+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6a</td>
<td>32°17.08’W</td>
<td>37°17.71’N</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>4479</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6b</td>
<td>32°17.05’W</td>
<td>37°17.64’N</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>2259</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6c</td>
<td>32°17.07’W</td>
<td>37°17.69’N</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>2597</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ewan</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>32°17.27’W</td>
<td>37°16.61’N</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>3010</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>Visual, photomosaic</td>
<td>Active, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capelinhos</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>32°15.83’W</td>
<td>37°17.35’N</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>20712</td>
<td>1.4 (130)</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Active, f (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grunnus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>32°18.25’W</td>
<td>37°18.02’N</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>35704</td>
<td>2.4 (220)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inactive?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: #Distance is measured to centerline of axial graben, and spreading age calculated assuming a full spreading rate of 22 km/Myr. For the main Lucky Strike we report the minimum and maximum distances and the associated spreading ages.

*Activity of sites is confirmed visually except for Grunnus, which has not been visited to date. Type of flow: f - focused flow (vents); d - diffuse flow. Type of flow in parenthesis denotes minor occurrence.
Table 2. Ranges (min/max)? Heatflux estimates of Lucky Strike hydrothermal fields.

Calculations are based on the number of high-temperature vents and surface of areas of diffuse flow identified visually (this study) and instrumental measurements (temperature, currents), following the methodology of Barreyre et al. (2012).

**Ewan hydrothermal field (diffuse)**

- Large patches: $S$: 274 m$^2$  
  $Q=4.2/92$ MW
- Small matches: Number=1072; $S$: 11 m$^2$  
  $Q=0.2/15$ MW
- Total EWAN  
  $Q=4.4/117$ MW

**Capelinhos hydrothermal field (focused)**

- Vents  
  Number= 10-20; $Q$/vent=0.12-0.8 MW  
  $Q=1.2/16$ MW

**Main Lucky Strike hydrothermal field (focused + diffuse)** (Barreyre et al., 2012)

- Diffuse flow  
  $Q=187/1036$ MW
- Focused flow  
  $Q=8/50$ MW
- Total MLSHF  
  $Q=195/1086$ MW

**Combined heat-fluxes at Lucky Strike**

- Diffuse flow  
  $Q=191/1143$ MW
- Focused flow  
  $Q=9/66$ MW
- Total heatflux  
  $Q=200/1210$ MW

* Diffuse flow: $Q = \Delta T \times \phi \times v \times C_p \times S$, where $\phi$ is density of seawater (1025 kg.m$^{-3}$), $C_p$ is the specific heat of the diffuse fluid (4.2 $10^3$ J.kg$^{-1}$ °C$^{-1}$), $\Delta T$ is temperature difference $T-T_0$ between outflow temperature $T$ and ambient seawater $T_0$ (4.4°C), $v$ is the diffuse effluent velocity, and $S$ the area of considered diffuse outflow (m$^2$). T minimum and maximum values are 8 and 20°C, and V minimum and maximum values are 1 and 5 mm/s, as described by Barreyre et al. (2012) and references therein. S is reported in the Table 1.

Focused flow: Individual vent heatflux is estimated at 0.12-8 MW, as described by Barreyre et al. (2012). The total heatflux associated to focused flow is the integration of the heatflux from individual vents, which are visually identified in available ROV video imagery.
Figure 1. a) Visual information of the seafloor is available from ROV photomosaics, and along tracks of HOVs, ROVs, and deep-towed cameras. b) Available microbathymetric data from the Lucky Strike ridge segment, acquired during near-bottom ROV and AUV surveys (Momareto’06 and MOMAR’08 and Bathyluck’09 cruises). The outline of the DSL120 sonar survey, acquired during the Lustre’96 cruise, is also shown. See Supplementary Table 1 for additional details on these cruises, the deep-sea vehicles deployed, and types of data acquired.
Figure 2. Perspective views showing the ‘lumpy’ seafloor morphology associated with hydrothermal deposits described in the text. a) Microbathymetry from the Lucky Strike Main Hydrothermal field, showing the ~20 m high Tour Eiffel (TE) vent and the associated hydrothermal deposits around it, and smaller nearby vents (MS: Montsegur; Ci: Cimende). The view shows also several fault scarps and rubble on slopes, that are morphologically distinct from hydrothermal deposits. b) Microbathymetry showing hydrothermal vents in the Kilo Moana Hydrothermal Field in the Lau Basin (Ferrini et al., 2008; Ferrini and Tivey, 2012), rising ~10-20 m above surrounding seafloor that is faulted and fissured.
Figure 3. Microbathymetry of the Lucky Strike segment center showing the four hydrothermal fields identified and the present-day zone of accretion along the axial graben (red arrow). Red contours correspond to the limits of hydrothermal deposits identified in the microbathymetry, which are numbered for the Main Lucky Strike Field. The red square corresponds to the Ewan field, which lacks a geomorphologic signature, and black dots correspond to active vents. Boxes indicate the location of Figures 4 through 7, and characteristics of fields are given in Table 1. The limits of the AMC (Singh et al., 2006; Combier et al., 2015) and location of microseismic clusters (Crawford et al., 2013) are also shown. A-A’ and B-B’ indicate endpoints of profiles shown in Figure 8a.
**Figure 4.** a) Microbathymetry of the western edge of the MLSHF, showing hydrothermal areas 6a-c in red (see Table 1 and Figure 3). c) and d) indicate the location of photos in Figures 4c and 4d, respectively. b) Acoustic backscatter image of the same area, with insonification from the west. Bright areas correspond to high backscatter, and black to acoustic shadows in this and following figures with sonar imagery. c) Inactive chimney and d) hydrothermal mound associated deposits observed during ROV VICTOR dive #605 (blue line).
Figure 5. Ewan hydrothermal field. a)-c) Video grabs from HOV Nautilie dive #1616 (Graviluck'06) show hydrothermal activity along steep slopes (a), with irregular patches of bacterial mats and diffuse flow through rubble (b), and associated with mussel beds (c). d) Vertical seafloor image mosaics (Bathyluck'09) showing patches of bacterial mats (BM) associated with diffuse flow extending over several meters over sedimented ropy lava flows (RL). e) Irregular bacterial mat patches, indicating localized diffuse outflow through steep scarps. Microbathymetry (50 cm/pixel) of the ridge axis on the southern flank of the rifted seamount south of the Main Lucky Strike field (f) and detail of the active zones (g). The coordinates of the top left corner of the photomosaics d) and e) are in UTM (m), and located in g). See Supplementary Data for photomosaic of this area and digitized zones of hydrothermal outflow.
Figure 6. Capelinhos hydrothermal site. The main Capelinhos hydrothermal mound shows active chimneys with several black smoker vents (a-b) flanges with diffusers (c). Diffuse hydrothermal activity (bacterial mats) is scarce. d) Microbathymetry of the Capelinhos hydrothermal field (red outline), which displays a ~20 m high edifice emplaced over a set of small-scale faults and fissures, and a possible hydrothermal mound to the south (not visually inspected). e) Acoustic backscatter image with insonification from the E, showing the acoustic shadow of the edifice. The bathymetry reveals several mounds in surrounding areas (arrows); the structure to the SW has low acoustic backscatter and may correspond to another hydrothermal deposit. The structures to the SE are instead acoustically reflective and the sonar texture corresponds to volcanic hummocks.
Figure 7. a) Microbathymetry of the Grunnus hydrothermal field (solid red line), and other possible hydrothermal structures (black arrows, dashed red line) located on the flank of a rifted central volcano (V, see Figure 3). A small normal fault (f) dissects the western flank of the ~200 meter diameter mound, while major fault (F) that dissects the central volcano can be linked to a fault seismic reflector to a depth of ~2 km below seafloor (Smith et al., 2006; Combier et al., 2015). b) Corresponding sonar imagery of the area.
Figure 8. a) Microbathymetric profiles across the Grunnus-MLSHF-Capelinhos (black line) and across Ewan (grey line, see Figure 3 for location). b) Vertical across-axis section of the crust showing the AMC and fault reflectors (Singh et al., 2006; Combier et al., 2015) and the base of Layer 2A (Seher et al., 2010) from seismic data, and the projected positions of microseismicity clusters (Crawford et al., 2013). Hydrothermal upflow below Layer 2A is likely diffuse in the form of upwellings up to ~1 km in diameter (Fontaine et al., 2014) along the axis, which has a higher permeability due to damage induced by diking and cracking (Fontaine et al., 2014; Escartín et al., 2014). In the shallow crust hydrothermal outflow is likely channeled instead along permeable faults.
Figure 9. Map of the Lucky Strike field showing the location of water column nephelometry anomalies interpreted as indicators of hydrothermal plumes at depths of ~1800 m bsl (red), and hydrographic casts conducted during the Graviluck2006 cruise that yielded no anomalies (blue). Shaded relief is from shipboard bathymetry, the purples lines correspond to visual seafloor observations (Figure 1), the AUV and ROV microbathymetry is shown in color (see Figure 3), and sites described in this paper indicated by green diamonds. Water column anomalies: G: (German et al., 2006); T (Thurnherr et al., 2008); W (Wilson et al., 1996); Gr (Gràcia et al., 2000).
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